
 

Word Lists – Lists 1 - 6 (Set I) 

Name:        

Lists 1-6          Set I          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 

ious  suffix cial suffix 
ant, ance and 

ation words 
ent suffix 1 ent suffix 2 able suffix 

vicious antisocial observant innocent disobedient unusable 

precious beneficial observance decent instrument changeable 

malicious artificial expectant patient continent perishable 

ambitious official expectation recent contentment available 

cautious commercial hesitant content ancient remarkable 

fictitious crucial observation department urgent suitable 

obvious facial hesitation moment complement cable 

previous financial tolerant movement fragment unable 

serious glacial tolerance present compliment miserable 

various judicial toleration comment punishment vegetable 

anxious racial substance monument violent enjoyable 

delicious social infant payment impatient respectable 

envious special pleasant urgent unconfident probable 

suspicious unofficial distance argument confident reliable 

nutritious unsocial brilliant crescent obedient enable 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 7 - 12 (Set I) 

Name:        

Lists 7-12        Set I          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 7 List 8 List 9 List 10 List 11 List 12 

ible and ibly suffix ance suffix ation words 
double r when 

adding suffix 

i before e except 

after c 
ough suffix 

bible romance station refer caffeine although 

edible chance vacation referring foreign bought 

visible instance location referral forfeit rough 

visibly fragrance nation prefer sovereign tough 

terrible balance population preferring weird enough 

terribly advance conversation preferred leisure cough 

flexible substance preparation transfer onomatopoeia though 

invisible assistance foundation transferred protein thorough 

accessible insurance valuation transferring seize plough 

possible importance operation defer counterfeit brought 

possibly guidance occupation deferred financier coughed 

sensible finance education referred glacier thought 

sensibly entrance illustration infer kaleidoscope thoughtful 

responsible attendance frustration inferred neighbour dough 

responsibly ambulance situation inferring neither through 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 13 -18 (Set I) 

Name:        

Lists 13-18          Set I          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 13 List 14 List 15 List 16 List 17 List 18 

hyphenated words sion suffix 
c and b  

silent letters 

d and h  

silent letters 

k and n 

silent letters 
w silent letters 

co-ordinate vision climb handkerchief knead sword 

re-enter version comb sandwich knee wrap 

co-operate session lamb Wednesday kneel wrapper 

co-own mission limb ache knew wren 

re-elect pension subtle anchor knife wrestle 

re-alignment mansion thumb character knight wrinkle 

pre-eminent revision tomb chemistry knit wrist 

by-election occasion ascend chord knock wrong 

passer-by division crescent choir knot wreak 

self-evident decision descend chorus know wrench 

cross-reference inclusion muscle Christian knowledge wriggle 

check-in explosion scene Christmas knuckle write 

close-up admission scent echo autumn playwright 

co-operative exclusion scissors orchestra column wrath 

re-iterate invasion isosceles school hymn wreckage 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 19 - 24 (Set I) 

Name:        

Lists 19-24          Set I          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 19 List 20 List 21 List 22 List 23 List 24 

homophones  keywords 1 keywords 2 keywords 3 keywords 4 keywords 5 

vein attached controversy equip identity occur 

stationery apparent conscience environment harass nuisance 

stationary ancient competition embarrass guarantee neighbour 

which awkward critic excellent interrupt physical 

vane available convenience equipped immediately opportunity 

vain appreciate conscious equipment hindrance occupy 

witch bargain curiosity existence language prejudice 

dessert average criticise exaggerate interfere persuade 

compliment  aggressive communicate dictionary frequently muscle 

practice achieve committee develop forty mischievous 

desert immediate correspond especially individual parliament 

practice according cemetery determined foreign marvellous 

complement amateur community disastrous government necessary 

advise accompany category desperate familiar lightening 

advice  accommodate bruise definite explanation leisure 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 25 - 30 (Set I) 

Name:        

Lists 25-30          Set I          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 25 List 26 List 27 List 28 List 29 List 30 

keywords 6 keywords 7 mis prefix sub and inter prefix ation suffix changing e to sion 

pronunciation stomach fortune interfere education invasion 

queue sufficient count internet foundation revise 

recognise suggest read submerge information revision 

profession sincerely misplace interactive creation erosion 

recommend symbol mislead interact invitation explode 

secretary vegetable misread submarine sensation conclusion 

programme soldier misuse subway decoration invade 

relevant system miscount interrupt location explosion 

signature yacht mishear interview translation persuasion 

sacrifice variety use subdivide relation conclude 

rhyme thorough place international operation supervise 

privilege sincere mistake subtract conversation erode 

restaurant temperature hear interval nation implosion 

shoulder vehicle lead subject station persuade 

rhythm twelfth misfortune subheading punctuation supervision 

 



 

 

Word Lists – Lists 31 - 36 (Set I) 

Name:        

Lists 31-36          Set I          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 31 List 32 List 33 List 34 List 35 List 36 

ch words with a k 

sound 

ch words with a s 

sound 
ir prefix in prefix sure suffix ture suffix 

ache brochure regular correct unsure future 

backache champagne irregular incorrect ensure fracture 

earache chef responsible curable leisure nature 

anchor fuchsia irresponsible incurable measure vulture 

chemical machine replaceable capable treasure texture 

choir moustache irreplaceable incapable pressure picture 

Christian parachute relevant action displeasure mixture 

mechanic chauffeur irrelevant inaction pleasure gesture 

orchestra quiche resistible visible assure capture 

school ricochet irresistible invisible composure feature 

stomach chalet irritate visibly insure creature 

technology chandelier reparable active closure structure 

psychology chute irreparable inactive reassure adventure 

orchid chateau rational edible fissure fixture 

chameleon charade irrational inedible overpressure culture 

 


